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• different types of nodes & links
• automatically extracted from text, 
databases, ...
• probabilities quantifying source 
reliability, extractor confidence, ...
• similar in other contexts, e.g.,  linked 












What is the most 
relevant subnetwork 






What is the most 
relevant subnetwork 








Should there be a link?




Can we predict 
the type of a node 
given information 
on its neighbors?   
e.g., the type of a 
webpage given its links 







Automatically extracted co-author network: 


































[Van den Broeck et al, 
AAAI 10]10
Voter Opinion Modeling
11 [Bach et al, NIPS 12]
  
    

















Can we predict preferences?
Social Trust
12 [Huang et al, SBP 13]
  
    























































[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
Travian:  A massively multiplayer 
real-time strategy game
Can we build a model
of this world ? 
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Travian:  A massively multiplayer 
real-time strategy game
Can we build a model
of this world ? 

















































[De Maeyer et al, Molecular Biosystems 13]
Can we find the mechanism 






[Schramm, Meert and Driessens]
Can we build a model of the robot’s working 
and use it to find causes of failures? 
15
• How to achieve a specific configuration 
of objects on the shelf?
• Where’s the orange mug?
• Where’s something to serve soup in?
Robotics




• Track people or objects 
over time? Even if 
temporarily hidden?
• Recognize activities?
• Infer object properties?
Fig. 4. Tracking results from experiment 2. In frame 5, two groups are
present. In frame 15, the tracker has correctly split group 1 into 1-0 and 1-1
(see Fig. 3). Between frames 15 and 29, group 1-0 has split up into groups
1-0-0 and 1-0-1, and split up again. New groups, labeled 2 and 3, enter the
field of view in frames 21 and 42 respectively.
Six frames of the current best hypothesis from experiment
2 are shown in Fig. 4, the corresponding hypothesis tree is
shown in Fig. 3. The sequence exemplifies movement and
formation of several groups.
A. Clustering Error
Given the ground truth information on a per-beam basis we
can compute the clustering error of the tracker. This is done
by counting how often a track’s set of points P contains too
many or wrong points (undersegmentation) and how often P
is missing points (oversegmentation) compared to the ground
truth. Two examples for oversegmentation errors can be seen
in Fig. 4, where group 0 and group 1-0 are temporarily
oversegmented. However, from the history of group splits


























































Number of people in ground truth
Group tracker
People tracker
Fig. 5. Left: clustering error of the group tracker compared to a memory-
less single linkage clustering (without tracking). The smallest error is
achieved for a cluster distance of 1.3 m which is very close to the border of
personal and social space according to the proxemics theory, marked at 1.2
m by the vertical line. Right: average cycle time for the group tracker versus
a tracker for individual people plotted against the ground truth number of
people.
relations can be determined in such cases.
For experiment 1, the resulting percentages of incorrectly
clustered tracks for the cases undersegmentation, overseg-
mentation and the sum of both are shown in Fig. 5 (left),
plotted against the clustering distance dP . The figure also
shows the error of a single-linkage clustering of the range
data as described in section II. This implements a memory-
less group clustering approach against which we compare
the clustering performance of our group tracker.
he minimum clust ring error of 3.1% is achieved by the
tracker at dP = 1.3m. The minimum error for the memory-
less clustering is 7.0%, more than twice as high. In the
more complex experiment 2, the minimum clustering error
of the tracker rises to 9.6% while the error of the memory-
less clustering reaches 20.2%. The result shows that the
group tracking problem is a recursive clustering problem that
requires integration of information over time. This occurs
when two groups approach each other and pass from opposite
directions. The memory-less approach would merge them
immediately while the tracking approach, accounting for the
velocity information, correctly keeps the groups apart.
In the light of the proxemics theory the result of a minimal
clustering error at 1.3m is noteworthy. The theory predicts
that when people interact with friends, they maintain a range
of distances between 45 to 120 cm called personal space.
When engaged in interaction with strangers, this distance is
larger. As our data contains students who tend to know each
other well, the result appears consistent with Hall’s findings.
B. Tracking Efficiency
When tracking groups of people rather than individuals,
the assignment problems in the data association stage are
of course smaller. On the other hand, the introduction of
an additional tree level on which different models hypoth-
esize over different group formation processes comes with
additional computational costs. We therefore compare our
system with a person-only tracker which is implemented by
inhibiting all split and merge operations and reducing the
cluster distance dP to the very value that yields the lowest
error for clustering single people given the ground truth. For
17
[Skarlatidis et al, TPLP 14; 







Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 








Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 
learning, probabilistic programming, ...
18
• many different formalisms 
• our focus: probabilistic logic programming
• won’t cover lifted g aphical model  such as




















     influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).
19 http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/











     influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).
one world 
19 http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/
Prolog / logic 
programming
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several possible worlds 
19 http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/
Prolog / logic 
programming














several possible worlds 
Distribution Semantics [Sato, ICLP 95]:
probabilistic choices + logic program
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• Distribution semantics: 
• probability distribution over interpretations
• degree of belief 
• Stochastic Logic Programs (SLPs): 
• probability distribution over query answers




• Distribution semantics: 
• probability distribution over interpretations
• degree of belief 
• Stochastic Logic Programs (SLPs): 
• probability distribution over query answers




Distribution Semantics [Sato, ICLP 95]:
probabilistic choices + logic program
→ distribution over possible worlds













Extensions of basic PLP
Distribution Semantics [Sato, ICLP 95]:
probabilistic choices + logic program












• Modeling (with detours to related work)




A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn




A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
probabilistic fact: heads is true with 
probability 0.4 (and false with 0.6)
24
0.4 :: heads.
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue) <- true.
ProbLog by example:
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
annotated disjunction: first ball is red 
with probability 0.3 and blue with 0.7
24
0.4 :: heads.
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue) <- true.
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green);
                   0.5 :: col(2,blue) <- true.
annotated disjunction: second ball is red with 
probability 0.2, green with 0.3,  and blue with 0.5
ProbLog by example:
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
24
0.4 :: heads.
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue) <- true.
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green);
                   0.5 :: col(2,blue) <- true.
win :- heads, col(_,red). logical rule encoding 
background knowledge
ProbLog by example:
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
24
0.4 :: heads.
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue) <- true.
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green);
                   0.5 :: col(2,blue) <- true.
win :- heads, col(_,red).
win :- col(1,C), col(2,C).
logical rule encoding 
background knowledge
ProbLog by example:
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
24
0.4 :: heads.
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue) <- true.
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green);
                   0.5 :: col(2,blue) <- true.
win :- heads, col(_,red).
win :- col(1,C), col(2,C).
ProbLog by example:
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn





• Probability of win?
 
• Probability of win given col(2,green)?
 
• Most probable world where win is true?
0.4 :: heads.
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue) <- true.
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green); 0.5 :: col(2,blue) <- true.
win :- heads, col(_,red).
win :- col(1,C), col(2,C).
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Questions
• Probability of win?
 
• Probability of win given col(2,green)?
 
• Most probable world where win is true?
0.4 :: heads.
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue) <- true.
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green); 0.5 :: col(2,blue) <- true.
win :- heads, col(_,red).
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Most likely world 
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sum over possible worlds 




















sum over possible worlds 






[Vennekens et al, ICLP 04]
throws(john).
0.5::throws(mary).
0.8 :: break <- throws(mary).




Window breaks Window breaks
doesn’t break
doesn’t break doesn’t break




































































































from bornIn x, cityIn y
where x.city=y.city 





















from bornIn x, cityIn y
where x.city=y.city 
[Suciu et al 2011]
relational 
database
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where x.city=y.city 
[Suciu et al 2011]
relational 
database






























from bornIn x, cityIn y
where x.city=y.city 
[Suciu et al 2011]
relational 
database






























from bornIn x, cityIn y
where x.city=y.city 
probabilistic tables + database queries
→ distribution over possible worlds
[Suciu et al 2011]
Example: 
Information Extraction
36 NELL:  http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/




37 [Example from Suciu et al 2011]
select x.Product, x.Company
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
Querying: relational database
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37 [Example from Suciu et al 2011]
select x.Product, x.Company
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
Querying: relational database
37 [Example from Suciu et al 2011]
Querying: probabilistic db




from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
same query - 
probabilities handled implicitly




from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
0.96x0.99=0.95




from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
0.9x0.93=0.83




from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
0.87x0.93=0.80
[Example from Suciu et al 2011]





from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
[Example from Suciu et al 2011]
PDB with tuple-level 
uncertainty in ProbLog?
select x.Product, x.Company
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
39 [Example from Suciu et al 2011]
PDB with tuple-level 
uncertainty in ProbLog?
40 [Example from Suciu et al 2011]









40 [Example from Suciu et al 2011]




from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and y.City=‘san_jose’
PDB with tuple-level 
uncertainty in ProbLog?
result(Product,Company) :-
   producesProduct(Company,Product), 




from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and y.City=‘san_jose’
PDB with tuple-level 
uncertainty in ProbLog?
result(Product,Company) :-
   producesProduct(Company,Product), 




from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y
where x.Company=y.Company and y.City=‘san_jose’


















                           headquarteredIn(Company,san_jose).
query(result(_,_)).
42
































0.65::color(mug,green); 0.35::color(mug,blue) <- true.
0.23::color(plate,pink); 0.14::color(plate,red);












































0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0) <- true.
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T) 

























0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0) <- true.
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T) 





































0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0) <- true.
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T) 
               <- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev).
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T) 





































0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0) <- true.
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T) 
               <- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev).
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T) 




































infinite possible worlds! BUT: finitely many partial 




































typed probabilistic facts 




















typed probabilistic facts 

















             person(X), person(Y).
smokes(X) :- stress(X).
smokes(X) :- 



















             person(X), person(Y).
smokes(X) :- stress(X).
smokes(X) :- 

















annotated disjunction with implicit head atom: 




             person(X), person(Y).
smokes(X) :- stress(X).
smokes(X) :- 































P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
flexible probability: 








P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
flexible probability: 












P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
excess(Limit) :- excess([skis,boots,helmet,gloves],Limit).












   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L).
excess([I|R],Limit) :- 












   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L).
excess([I|R],Limit) :- 
   \+pack(I), excess(R,Limit). pack first item, decrease 
limit by its weight, and 












   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L).
excess([I|R],Limit) :- 
   \+pack(I), excess(R,Limit).
do not pack first item, 












   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L).
excess([I|R],Limit) :- 
   \+pack(I), excess(R,Limit).












   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L).
excess([I|R],Limit) :- 
   \+pack(I), excess(R,Limit).
46
• input database: ground facts
• probabilistic facts
• typed probabilistic facts 
(body deterministic)







0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0) <- true.
0.4::asthma(X) <- smokes(X).
smokes(X) :- influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).
excess([I|R],Limit) :- \+pack(I), excess(R,Limit).
P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,W),






















































































• several instances of smokes(X)in same world 
• smokes(2): multiple 
derivations in same world
• distribution over worlds not 
(always) a distribution over 
computations / answers48
0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0) <- true.
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T) 
               <- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev).
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T) 




































≤1 proof for a ground query per possible world → 































no two rules apply simultaneously
51
0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0) <- true.
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T) 
               <- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev).
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T) 
               <- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(rain,Tprev).
Mutually Exclusive Rules:
no two rules apply simultaneously
51
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first rule for day 0, others for later days
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0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0) <- true.
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T) 
               <- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev).
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T) 
               <- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(rain,Tprev).
first rule for day 0, others for later days
day 0: either sun or rain
Mutually Exclusive Rules:
no two rules apply simultaneously
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0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0) <- true.
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T) 
               <- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev).
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T) 
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first rule for day 0, others for later days
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[Sato and Kameya, JAIR 01]
• Another probabilistic Prolog based on the 
distribution semantics
• Mutual exclusiveness assumption 
• allows for efficient inference by dynamic 
programming, cf. probabilistic grammars
• but excludes certain models, e.g., smokers
• http://sato-www.cs.titech.ac.jp/prism/
PRISM
• “multi-valued random switches” = annotated 
disjunctions with body true
• stochastic memoization: switch gives fresh 
result on each call
• Prolog rules















 Now < T,
 msw(tr(WNow),WNext),















 Now < T,
 msw(tr(WNow),WNext),
 Next is Now+1,
 w(Next,T,WNext,WT).
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 msw(tr(WNow),WNext),
 Next is Now+1,
 w(Next,T,WNext,WT).















 Now < T,
 msw(tr(WNow),WNext),
 Next is Now+1,
 w(Next,T,WNext,WT).
random variables and their values
probability distributions














 Now < T,
 msw(tr(WNow),WNext),
 Next is Now+1,
 w(Next,T,WNext,WT).
random variables and their values
probability distributions
set W0 to random value of init 
set WNext to random 
value of tr(WNow), using 














 Now < T,
 msw(tr(WNow),WNext),
 Next is Now+1,
 w(Next,T,WNext,WT).
0.5::init(sun) ; 
  0.5::init(rain) <- true.
0.6::tr(T,sun,sun) ; 
  0.4::tr(T,sun,rain) <- true.
0.2::tr(T,rain,sun) ; 
  0.8::tr(T,rain,rain) <- true.
weather(W,Time) :-





 Now < T,
 tr(Now,WNow,WNext),
 Next is Now+1,
 w(Next,T,WNext,WT).
ProbLog needs to explicitly use 




• IBAL [Pfeffer 01]
• Figaro [Pfeffer 09]
• Church [Goodman et al 08 ]
• BLOG [Milch et al 05]





















(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5)))
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
56










(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5)))
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
one execution 
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(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5)))
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
(define randplus5
 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) 
                 (+ x 5) 
                 x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 2 3))
one execution 
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(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5)))
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
(define randplus5
 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) 
                 (+ x 5) 
                 x)))





probabilistic primitives (discrete / continuous valued) 
+ functional program
→ distribution over possible executions
56




(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))










(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))








result: (1 2) with 0.4×0.4 
(1 7) with 0.4×0.6
(6 2) with 0.6×0.4
(6 7) with 0.6×0.6
in ProbLog?
58
(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 2))
in ProbLog?
58
(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 2))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) <- M is N+5.
lp5([],[]).
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :-
    p5(N,M),




(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 2))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) <- M is N+5.
lp5([],[]).
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :-
    p5(N,M),
    lp5(L,K).
query(lp5([1,2],_)). result: (1 2) with 0.4×0.4 
(1 7) with 0.4×0.6
(6 2) with 0.6×0.4
(6 7) with 0.6×0.6
results for [1,1]?
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(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) <- M is N+5.
lp5([],[]).
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :-
    p5(N,M),




(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) <- M is N+5.
lp5([],[]).
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :-
    p5(N,M),
    lp5(L,K).
query(lp5([1,1],_)).
Church result: (1 1) with 0.4×0.4 
(1 6) with 0.4×0.6
(6 1) with 0.6×0.4
(6 6) with 0.6×0.6
results for [1,1]?
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(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) <- M is N+5.
lp5([],[]).
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :-
    p5(N,M),
    lp5(L,K).
query(lp5([1,1],_)). ProbLog result: (1 1) with 0.4
(1 6) with 0.0
(6 1) with 0.0
(6 6) with 0.6
Church result: (1 1) with 0.4×0.4 
(1 6) with 0.4×0.6
(6 1) with 0.6×0.4
(6 6) with 0.6×0.6
results for [1,1]?
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(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) <- M is N+5.
lp5([],[]).
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :-
    p5(N,M),
    lp5(L,K).
query(lp5([1,1],_)). ProbLog result: (1 1) with 0.4
(1 6) with 0.0
(6 1) with 0.0
(6 6) with 0.6
Church result: (1 1) with 0.4×0.4 
(1 6) with 0.4×0.6
(6 1) with 0.6×0.4




(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 2))
in ProbLog?
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(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 2))
0.4::p5(N,N,ID);0.6::p5(N,M,ID) <- M is N+5.
lp5([],[]).
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :-
    p5(N,M,L),




(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))
(map randplus5 '(1 2))
0.4::p5(N,N,ID);0.6::p5(N,M,ID) <- M is N+5.
lp5([],[]).
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :-
    p5(N,M,L),
    lp5(L,K).
query(lp5([1,1],_)).
identifier distinguishes calls 
Stochastic Memoization
61
(define randplus5 (mem (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))))
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
remember first value & 
reuse for all later calls
Stochastic Memoization
61
(define randplus5 (mem (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))))
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
remember first value & 
reuse for all later calls
ProbLog always memoizes
PRISM never memoizes
Church allows fine-grained choice
62
ProbLog PRISM Church
probabilistic facts & 
choices probabilistic choices random primitives
all RVs memoized no RVs memoized user-defined per RV
Prolog
Prolog with mutually 








• Modeling (with detours to related work)
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cannot sum probabilities 
(disjoint-sum-problem)
68
infl(bob,carl) &   infl(ann,bob) &   st(ann) & \+st(bob) 
infl(bob,carl) &   infl(ann,bob) &   st(ann) &   st(bob)
infl(bob,carl) & \+infl(ann,bob) &   st(ann) &   st(bob)
infl(bob,carl) &   infl(ann,bob) & \+st(ann) &   st(bob)
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sum of proof probabilities: 0.096+0.08 = 0.1760
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infl(bob,carl) &   infl(ann,bob) &   st(ann) & \+st(bob) 
infl(bob,carl) &   infl(ann,bob) &   st(ann) &   st(bob)
infl(bob,carl) & \+infl(ann,bob) &   st(ann) &   st(bob)
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• compact graphical representation of 
Boolean formula
• popular in many branches of CS 
• automatically disjoins proofs
→ efficient probability computation 
[Bryant 86]
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Find all proofs of query




[De Raedt et al, IJCAI 07; Kimmig et al, TPLP 11]74
Initial Approach 
(ProbLog1 & others)
Find all proofs of query
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• Forward reasoning to construct unique model:
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• Find relevant ground rules by backward reasoning





sm(c) ↔ (i(b,c) ⋀ sm(b))
⋀  sm(b) ↔	 (st(b) ⋁ (i(a,b) ⋀ sm(a)))





     influences(Y,X), 
     smokes(Y).
?- smokes(carl).
• Find relevant ground rules by backward reasoning
• Convert to propositional logic formula





sm(c) ↔ (i(b,c) ⋀ sm(b))
⋀  sm(b) ↔	 (st(b) ⋁ (i(a,b) ⋀ sm(a)))




Find relevant ground 
program for queries & 
evidence
use weighted model 
counting / satisfiability
Weighted CNF
[Fierens et al, TPLP 14]79
Current Approach 
(ProbLog2)
Find relevant ground 
program for queries & 
evidence
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[Fierens et al, TPLP 14]79
Current Approach 
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Current Approach 
(ProbLog2)
Find relevant ground 
program for queries & 
evidence
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Current Approach 
(ProbLog2)
Find relevant ground 
program for queries & 
evidence
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win :- heads(1).
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[Fierens et al, TPLP 14]79
Current Approach 
(ProbLog2)
Find relevant ground 
program for queries & 
evidence
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win :- heads(1).







win ? h(1) ⋁ (h(2) ⋀ h(3)) 
(¬win ⋁ h(1) ⋁ h(2))
⋀ (¬win ⋁ h(1) ⋁ h(3))
⋀ (win ⋁ ¬h(1))





[Fierens et al, TPLP 14]79
WMC using d-DNNFs
80 [Figure: Fierens et al, TPLP 14]
1. represent formula as d-DNNF
2. transform into arithmetic circuit
3. evaluate bottom-up
WMC using d-DNNFs
81 [Figure: Fierens et al, TPLP 14]
1. represent formula as d-DNNF




• reduction to propositional formula
• addresses disjoint-sum-problem
• but: not all probabilistic logic programs 
face this problem! e.g., weather
• more generally: mutually exclusive proofs as 
assumed in PRISM








[Figures: Sato and Kameya 08]
PRISM
83
[Figures: Sato and Kameya 08]












[Figures: Sato and Kameya 08]
PRISM: compute probability by 
dynamic programming
86
[Figures: Sato and Kameya 08]
PRISM: compute probability by 
dynamic programming
86
Query Evaluation in PDB
• Extensional evaluation 
• guided by query expression only 
• exploit DB technology
• for queries known to have polytime evaluation
87
Query Evaluation in PDB
• Extensional evaluation 
• guided by query expression only 
• exploit DB technology
• for queries known to have polytime evaluation
• Intensional evaluation
• construct lineage (= propositional formula)
• compute probability of lineage
• all queries
87
same idea as 
for ProbLog




 L |=   |=  U
P ( L)  P ( )  P ( U )
Sampling
• P( query ) ? query holds query does not hold




• P( query | evidence ) ?
90
Rejection Sampling
• P( query | evidence ) ?
90
Rejection Sampling













P(query | evidence)≈ # query & evidence holds
# evidence holds
92
Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC)
• Generate next sample by modifying current one
• Most common inference approach for PP 
languages such as Church, BLOG, ...
• Also considered for PRISM and ProbLog
Key challenges: 
- how to propose next sample











































p(fact) =    count(fact is true) 
Number of interpretations
Learning from partial 
interpretations
• Not all facts observed
• Soft-EM
• use expected count instead of count
• P(Q |E) -- conditional queries !
98 [Gutmann et al, ECML 11; Fierens et al, TPLP 14]
Bayesian Parameter 
Learning
• Learning as inference (e.g., Church)
• Prior distributions for parameters
• Given data, find most likely parameter values
99
• Flipping a coin with unknown weight
• Prior: uniform distribution on [0,1]
• Observation: 5x heads in a row




















data(C,[h|R]) :- heads(C,R), data(C,R).






















data(C,[h|R]) :- heads(C,R), data(C,R).
























• Modeling (with detours to related work)
• Reasoning (and a bit of learning)
• Language extensions
102
Extensions of basic PLP
Distribution Semantics [Sato, ICLP 95]:
probabilistic choices + logic program


































































































[Thon et al, MLJ 11]






[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
how does the 
world change 
over time?
0.4::conquest(Attacker,C); 0.6::nil <- 
             city(C,Owner),city(C2,Attacker),close(C,C2). 
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how does the 
world change 
over time?
0.4::conquest(Attacker,C); 0.6::nil <- 
             city(C,Owner),city(C2,Attacker),close(C,C2). 
if cause holds at time T




[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
how does the 
world change 
over time?
0.4::conquest(Attacker,C); 0.6::nil <- 
             city(C,Owner),city(C2,Attacker),close(C,C2). 
if cause holds at time T
one of the effects holds at time T+1
105
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
• Inference: particle filter
Distributional Clauses (DC)
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]106
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
• Inference: particle filter
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass).
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]
random variable with Gaussian distribution
106
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
• Inference: particle filter
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass).
stackable(OBot,OTop) :- 
      ≃length(OBot) ≥ ≃length(OTop), 
      ≃width(OBot) ≥ ≃width(OTop).
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]
comparing values of 
random variables
106
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
• Inference: particle filter
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass).
stackable(OBot,OTop) :- 
      ≃length(OBot) ≥ ≃length(OTop), 
      ≃width(OBot) ≥ ≃width(OTop).
ontype(Obj,plate) ~ finite([0 : glass, 0.0024 : cup,
                            0 : pitcher, 0.8676 : plate,
                            0.0284 : bowl, 0 : serving, 
                            0.1016 : none]) 
                        :- obj(Obj), on(Obj,O2), type(O2,plate).
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]
random variable with 
discrete distribution
106
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
• Inference: particle filter
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass).
stackable(OBot,OTop) :- 
      ≃length(OBot) ≥ ≃length(OTop), 
      ≃width(OBot) ≥ ≃width(OTop).
ontype(Obj,plate) ~ finite([0 : glass, 0.0024 : cup,
                            0 : pitcher, 0.8676 : plate,
                            0.0284 : bowl, 0 : serving, 
                            0.1016 : none]) 
                        :- obj(Obj), on(Obj,O2), type(O2,plate).
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]106
Occluded 
Object Search
• DC model of objects and their spatial arrangement
• different types of objects suitable for different tasks
• shelves with objects of different shape and size
• given a task, find an object to perform that task
[Moldovan et al, ICRA 12, 14]107
Relational State Estimation 
over Time
108 [Nitti et al, IROS 13]
Magnetism scenario
• object tracking
• category estimation 
from interactions
Box scenario
• object tracking even 
when invisible
• estimate spatial relations
Relational State Estimation 
over Time
108 [Nitti et al, IROS 13]
Magnetism scenario
• object tracking
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[Van den Broeck et al, 
AAAI 10]
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marketed(P) => -3 :- person(P).
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DTProbLog
? :: marketed(P) :- person(P).
0.3 :: buy_trust(X,Y) :- friend(X,Y).
0.2 :: buy_marketing(P) :- person(P).
buys(X) :- friend(X,Y), buys(Y), buy_trust(X,Y).
buys(X) :- marketed(X), buy_marketing(X).
buys(P) => 5 :- person(P).
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buys(P) => 5 :- person(P).
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task: find strategy that maximizes expected utility




 All related to similar 
phenotype
 Effects: Differentially expressed 
genes








 Goal: connect causes to effects 
through common subnetwork




[De Maeyer et al., Molecular Biosystems 13]
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Roadmap
• Modeling (with detours to related work)
• Reasoning (and a bit of learning)
• Language extensions
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Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 
















Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 











• Our answer: probabilistic logic programming    
      = probabilistic choices + logic program
• Many languages, systems, applications, ...
• ... and much more to do!
• PRISM http://sato-www.cs.titech.ac.jp/prism/
• ProbLog2 http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/
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